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1 Introduction
Major progress has been made in kaon physics in the past 50 years. The number of observed
KL → pi+pi− events has increased by 6 orders of magnitude, and the observed CP violation
was experimentally proven to be caused by a complex phase in the CKM matrix. This
mechanism is now a fundamental piece of the standard model. Recent kaon experiments
are now even searching for new physics beyond the standard model with K → piνν decays.
The branching ratios of K → piνν decays are 7–8 orders of magnitude smaller than the
branching ratio of KL → pi+pi−, and CP -violating KL → pi0pi0 decay is now a major
background for KL → pi0νν experiments.
This paper reviews the progress of kaon experiments in the US and Japan as requested by
the conference organizer, and how the 6–7 orders of magnitude improvements were possible
in the past 50 years.1
2 Quest for ′/
Soon after the discovery of CP violation [1], the KL → pi+pi− decay was explained to be
caused by an admixture of a CP -even component in the KL [2]:
|KL〉 ∼ |Kodd〉+ |Keven〉, (1)
where this CP -even component was decaying to a CP -even pi+pi− state. This admixture is
introduced by a complex phase in the K0−K0 mixing. The next question was whether the
CP -odd Kodd can directly decay to a CP -even pipi state. Such process is called direct CP
violation. If the direct CP violation exists, the ratios between decay amplitudes:
η± ≡ A(KL → pi+pi−)/A(KS → pi+pi−) = + ′ and (2)
η00 ≡ A(KL → pi0pi0)/A(KS → pi0pi0) = − 2′ (3)
can be different due to isospin. The existence of the direct CP violation can thus be tested
by checking whether the double ratio:
R ≡ BR(KL → pi
+pi−)/BR(KS → pi+pi−)
BR(KL → pi0pi0)/BR(KS → pi0pi0) (4)
=
∣∣∣∣ η±η00
∣∣∣∣2 (5)
' 1 + 6Re(′/) (6)
1Unless noted, the years are given in published years.
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deviates from 1 or not.
The superweak model [3] explained that a very weak unknown interaction that changes
the strangeness by ±2 brings in the phase. However, the superweak model cannot violate
CP in the KL → pipi decay process because it cannot contribute to such a ∆S = ±1
transition.
2.1 Advancement in Experimental Technologies
To measure the double ratio R, high statistics is required. This means that both a higher
kaon flux and detectors capable to collect data with higher rates are needed.
2.1.1 Production Target
To get a higher kaon flux, the advancement of accelerators was essential, but there was also
a change in production targets. In 1964, the experiment that first discovered CP violation
with 35 KL → pi+pi− events used an “internal target” in the accelerator ring as shown in
Fig. 1. The target was a Be wire with 0.5 mm in diameter [4].
In 1969, at the CERN PS, the proton beam was extracted from the accelerator to
bombard a 72-mm-thick tungsten target. About 400 KL → pi+pi− events were collected [5],
ten times more than in the first experiment.
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Figure 1: Plan view of the neutral kaon experiment at BNL AGS. For the experiment that
discovered CP violation, the regenerator was removed, and a He bag was installed between
the collimator and spectrometers [4]. c© 2014 The American Physical Society.
2.1.2 Charged Spectrometers
There was also a change in detector technologies. The standard tracking devices in the
1960s were spark chambers. They had an adva tage that only the tracks of interest can be
made visible by applying HV pulses for triggered events. Mirrors were arranged to capture
sparks in multiple spark chambers of each event in a single photograph. For the first CP
2
violation experiment, tracks in the photographs were scanned by human “scanners” with
digitized angular encoders [4].
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Fig. 5-From reference 43. The light spot on the
face of the CRT is controlled in position by
a PDP-1 computer. It is focussed onto the
film, of which the local transparency is
measured by the detector photomultiplier.
Use of optical beam splitters provides for use
of a reference photomultiplier, for scanning
another film in parallel, if desired, and for
direct observation of the film on a viewing
screen.
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Fig. 6-Schematic diagrams of uses of decision-making spark chamber. (a) From reference 47. Protons
produced in the lithilm target by the reaction ir+ + Li6 -i He4 + p + p are stopped in the range
chambers RI and R2. C1 through C6 are scintillators. The function of the 'decision-making"
current-ratio chambers L1 through Ls is described in the text. (b) From reference 48. Elec-
trons from the decay i- -- e- + v + 1 are analyzed for polarization by scattering in a magnetized
iron foil. Similarly, positrons are obtained from ir + -* v + M +-* vl + + v-+ e+. H and V are
respectively horizontal and vertical scintillator hodoscopes; C1, C2, and C3 are scintillators; L2
is a thin-aluminum-electrode chamber; and L3 is a range chamber. The function of the digitized
wire-magnetic-core chamber L1 is described in the text.
June44
Figure 2: A spot scanner using CRT as
a moving light source. The light spot
was controlled by a PDP-1 computer, and
was focused onto the film, of which the
local transpar ncy was measured by a
photomultiplier (DET. PM). @2014 IEEE.
Reprinted, with permission, from [6].
In 1969, the experiment at the CERN PS [5]
used an automatic “Luciole Flying Spot Digi-
tizer” which could scan 1000 frames per hour.
This used a CRT instead of a mechanical sys-
tem to move a bright light spot quickly across
a film and record the intensity of light passing
through the film with a phototube [6]. Figure 2
shows a similar spot scanner with a CRT, made
by the Univ. of Michigan.
In the late 1960s, experiments started to
move away from using films. Experiments at
CERN and BNL used ferrite-core readout sys-
tems to read out spark positions and recorded
them on tape directly [7, 8, 9]. This readout
system allowed the BNL experiment to collect
9400 KL,S → pi+pi− events, 300 times the first
CP violation experiment.
In the early 1970s, experiments started to use
multi-wire proportional chambers (MWPC). For example, the experiment that observed the
first KL → µ+µ− decays [10] used MWPCs with 5000 wires that had a 2-mm wire spacing.
With the same detector, the experiment collected 2 M KL,S → pi+pi− events [11].
The geometry of spectrometers has also changed. The CP violation experiment in 1964
used a double-arm spectrometer with two sets of quadrupole magnets and spark chambers
located at ±22◦ from the neutral beam line as shown in Fig. 1. This geometry was optimized
for the 1.1-GeV/c average KL momentum.
A later experiment at CERN [12] in 1965 used a forward spectrometer with one dipole
magnet sandwiched between four spark chambers as shown in Fig. 3 to have a high accep-
tance for pions from KL’s with the average momentum 11 GeV/c. It also had a Cˇerenkov
counter between the downstream spark chambers for a particle identification. The forward
spectrometer became the standard for the experiments that followed.
Figure 3: Plan view of an experimental apparatus at CERN which used a forward spec-
trometer. SCi are spark chambers, Ni and Pi are sci tillators, B is a bending magnet, a d
Cˇ is a Cˇerenkov counter. Reprinted from [12]. Copyright 2014, with permission from Elsevier.
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2.1.3 Photon Detectors
Let us now switch to the neutral KL → pi0pi0 mode. One of the questions after the discovery
of CP violation was whether there was also the neutral counterpart of the KL → pi+pi−.
The KL → pi0pi0 decay mode was far more difficult than the charged mode, because photons
were not readily visible, and there was a large background from the KL → pi0pi0pi0 decay
mode.
In 1968, an experiment at CERN [13] used a bubble chamber, 1.2 m in diameter and
1 m deep, filled with heavy liquid freon to collect events with 4 photons converted in
the chamber. The experiment observed 24 events with 7.4 background events, and gave
BR(KL → pi0pi0) = (0.94± 0.37)× 10−3.
Also in 1968, an experiment at Princeton-Pennsylvania Accelerator [14, 15] used a spec-
trometer and “γ chambers” surrounding the four sides of a 30 cm × 30 cm KL beam as
shown in Fig. 4. A photon was converted in a 0.1 X0 lead sheet placed on one side, and
the resulting electron pair was momentum analyzed in a magnetic spectrometer. A wide
gap spark chamber was used before the magnet to minimize multiple scatterings, and thin
gap spark chambers were used to track the e± pairs after leaving the magnet. The other
three sides were covered with “γ chambers” consisting of layers of steel plates and spark
chambers to measure the hit positions of the other three photons. The hit timings were
also recorded to measure the time-of-flight of KLs with a peak momentum of 0.25 GeV/c
bunched in a 1 ns width. The decay vertex was assumed to be along the photon momentum
axis measured with the spectrometer to reconstruct the decay. The experiment observed 57
± 9 events, and gave BR(KL → pi0pi0) = (0.97± 0.23)× 10−3.
Figure 4: Plan view of the experimental ap-
paratus that observed KL → pi0pi0 events.
The KL beam entered from the right, and
photon detectors surrounded the sides of the
beam [16]. c© 2014 The American Physical Soci-
ety.
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haven National Laboratory. In this experiment
we have determined a/I the parameters required
to extract the ratio Igool/ITl, I. We observed both
neutral and charged decays with our apparatus.
A simple conversion sufficed to pass from one
mode to the other, so that the rates of K~ —m'n'
and K~- ~'m in vacuum could each be observed.
The introduction of an B-in. -thick uranium regen-
erator in the decay volume permitted us to mea-
sure the rates K~—7t'~' and K~-7t'7I . If we des-
ignate the rege erated K~ intensity immediately
downstream of the regenerator as I p' f' times the
inckfent E intensity, we find
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FIG. 1. Schematic view of apparatus used to detectZ- n'g'.
We note that the regenerated intensity I p' l' can-
cels in the ratio, as do efficiency factors not ex-
plicitly indicated.
We wish to emphasize two other features of the
experiment. First, we made a precise measure-
ment of the transverse momentum of one of the
y rays from the K~ - 7I'w' decay and requir d it to
be larger than 170 MeV/c, thus reducing the con-
tamination of 37t' events in the final sample to a
negligible level. Second, the only time an effi-
ciency calculation was required to evalu te the
result was in the subtraction of the incoherently
regenerated K~- m'm' events. The result is in-
sensitive to large errors in this subtraction be-
cause the inco erent regeneration is itself a
small fraction of the coherent regeneration. The
fraction of incoherent regeneration was measured
directly from the charged decays.
Figure 1 shoms t e apparatus used to detect K—mono. One of the four y rays from the decay was
converted in a 0.1-radiation-length converter
sandwiched between scintillation counter s. The
energy and direction of this y were determined
by a pair spectrometer consisting of five optical
spark chambers and a 72 D 18 magnet with an 18-
in. gap and a field integral of 680 kG cm. The
momentum, direction, and transverse momentum
of this y were measured with standard deviations
of 31c, 3 mrad, and 5 MeV/c, respectively.
Planes of scintillation hodoscopes B and C
placed symmetrically with respect to the magnet
center were used to trigger on y rays with high
transver se momentum. The inward-deflected e '
or e was required to pass the plane C at a larger
tra.nsverse distance from the beam than it had a,t
plane B. This requirement greatly suppressed
the K~- m m no decays in the trigger.
Given a detected spectrometer y, there is a
15/0 probability that the remaining three y rays
will pass through the magnet aperture and con-
vert in a large optical spark chamber. The spark
chamber contained forty lead plates totaling 6 ra-
diation lengths. A bank of scintillation counters
was placed after each 10-gap module. The neu-
tral-mode trigger consisted of the spectrometer
y in coincidence with a. count in any one or more
of these scintillators on the opposite side of t:.e
beam.
The K~ decays occurred in a. 10-ft-long vacuum
tank. The regeneration data were taken with the
uranium regenerator at each of five discrete loca.-
tions spaced uniformly through the decay region.
The trigger requirement for the regenerator runs
mas the same as for the vacuum decays except
for the addition of a g-in. -thick antieoincidence
counter placed on the downstream face of the re-
generator.
The relative K~ flux was monitored at all times
by a telescope viewing the production target at an
angle of 30'. The stability of this principal moni-
tor was cheeked by auxiliary monitors. One of
the auxiliary monitors recorded charged K' de-
cays from the beam. Careful bookkeeping per-
mitted the number of monitor counts associated
with a given set of measured events to be deter-
mined to better than 3%.
The spectrometer y rays were measured by a
cathode-ray-tube scanner. The lead-plate cham-
ber photographs were measured by two indepen-
dent scanners for all events with a y ray having
transverse momentum between 160 and 270 MeV/c. In all, 20000 free-decay events and 60000 re-
generator events were so examined.
We used the following information to recon-
struct the events: (1) the energy and direction of
the spectrometer y, (2) the conversion points of
the three other y's, and (3) the decay vertex. TheFigure 5: Schematic view of the experi-
mental apparatus at BNL that was used
to detect KL → pi0pi0 decays. Photon de-
tectors were placed in the beam direction
[17]. c© 2014 The American Physical Society.
The same group then moved to BNL to measure |η00|/|η±|. The detector geometry was
changed to have a higher acceptance for a higher mean KL momentum (6 GeV/c), and to
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detect both pi+pi− and pi0pi0 modes. As shown in Fig. 5, a spectrometer and “γ counters”
were located in the beam-forward direction. Still it required one of the four photons to be
converted in a 0.1-X0-thick converter, and the momenta of converted electron pairs to be
measured. The pi0pi0 events were reconstructed basically with the same technique as the
previous experiment, with the momentum of one photon, along with conversion positions,
but not the energies, of other three photons. The experiment observed 124 ± 11 KL → pi0pi0
events with 3 ± 3 KL → pi0pi0pi0 background events [17].
2.1.4 Calorimeters
There was also an attempt to measure the energies and directions of all four photons with
limited accuracies. An experiment at CERN [18] used two spark chamber systems with Al
and brass plates, with a total thickness of 11.6 X0, as shown in Fig. 6. The number of
sparks gave an energy resolution of 25% for 500 MeV electrons. The experiment observed
about 200 KL → pi0pi0 events, and gave BR(KL → pi0pi0) = (2.5± 0.8)× 10−3.
With kind permission of Springer Science+Business Media ($69)
Figure 6: Plan view of the experiment
apparatus at CERN (taken from [18]).
Two spark chambers systems with ra-
diators were used to measure con-
version points, initial direction, and
shower energy of each photon from
KL → pi0pi0. With kind permission of
Springer Science+Business Media.
Figure 7: Plan view of the experiment ap-
paratus at CERN using a lead glass array to
measure the energy of photons from KL →
pi0pi0. Spark chambers interleaved with con-
verter foils were used to measure the conver-
sion points and directions of two photons from
the decay. Reprinted from [19]. Copyright 2014,
with permission from Elsevier.
Another experiment at CERN [19] introduced a calorimeter consisting of 61 hexagonal
lead-glass modules (13 X0 long) to measure the energies of all four photons, as shown
in Fig. 7. The energy resolution was 3.3%/
√
Eγ(GeV). The experiment also had spark
chambers with lead foils to measure the directions of at least two photons to reconstruct
the decay vertex. The pulse heights from the lead-glass and spark coordinates read out via
ferrite cores were written on tape. The experiment collected 167 KL → pi0pi0 events, and
gave |η00/η±| = 1.00± 0.06.
5
2.2 Hard Wall
By 1973, the number of KL → pi+pi− events reached 4200 [20]. However, the number
of KL → pi0pi0 events was still about 200. The small statistics of KL → pi0pi0 events
limited the accuracy of Re(′/); the best results were Re(′/) = −0.016± 0.040 [17], and
Re(′/) = 0.00±0.01 [19], which were both consistent with 0. Experiments hit a hard wall.
In 1976, in his beautiful review, Kleinknecht wrote [21]
It is not easy to improve substantially the experimental precision. A decision
between superweak and milliweak models of CP violation will therefore probably
have to come from other experimental information outside the K0 system.
Considering the difficulties that they had in the mid-1970s, such a view is not surprising.
What did kaon experiments do then? There were two major streams.
One was to measure the charge asymmetry of semi-leptonic KL → pieν and KL →
piµν decays. The charge asymmetry, δ = (N+ − N−)/(N+ + N−), gives 2Re() where
N± is the number of observed K`3 decays with `±. These measurements required high
statistics and a good control of systematic errors. For example, an experiment at CERN [22]
collected 34M Ke3 and 15M Kµ3 events, and measured δe = (3.65 ± 0.17) × 10−3 and
δµ = (3.23± 0.26)× 10−3.
The other stream was to measure the amplitudes of the regeneration of KS from KL
interacting with materials. Although it looked irrelevant, this stream lead to the measure-
ments of Re(′/) later.
2.3 Standard Model Prediction on the ′/
In the 1970s, there were movements on the theoretical side. First, Kobayashi and Maskawa
explained [23] that the phase which naturally comes in the mixing between 3 generations
of quarks can explain the CP violation in the K0−K0 transition via a box diagram shown
in Fig. 8(a). Second, in addition to a standard tree diagram shown in Fig. 8(b), a so-
called penguin diagram for the KL → pi+pi− decay shown in Fig. 8(c) was introduced by
Ellis et al. [24] and Shifman et al. [25, 26]. The complex phase in the penguin diagram
can violate CP in the decay process. Gilman and Wise predicted the value of Re(′/) to
be (3 − 5) × 10−3 with the Kobayashi-Maskawa model [27], whereas the superweak model
predicted it to be 0. To measure the Re(′/) with an accuracy of 1×10−3, 30k KL → pi0pi0
events are needed, and systematic errors should be controlled to a 0.1% level. Although
the predicted value was 10 times smaller than the values predicted by some other models,
it gave a clear goal for experiments.
2.4 Precision Experiments
2.4.1 Early 1980s
In the early 1980s, a new generation of experiments started at BNL [28] and Fermilab
(FNAL E617) [29]. Both experiments used dipole magnets and chambers (MWPCs for
BNL, and drift chambers for Fermilab) to analyze the momentum of pi+pi− tracks, as shown
6
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Figure 8: (a):Box diagram that introduces indirect CP violation in K0 −K0 mixing. (b):
Tree diagram for K → pipi. (c): Penguin diagram that can generate direct CP violation.
in Fig. 9. A thin lead sheet was placed upstream of the first chamber to convert one of the
photons from the pi0pi0 decays, and to track the produced electron pairs. They both used
lead glass arrays to measure the hit positions and energies of photons and electrons. The
KL → pieν events were rejected by comparing the energy deposit in the lead glass array
and the track momentum. The KL → piµν events were rejected by detecting muons passing
through a steel wall located downstream of the calorimeter. Both experiments inserted
carbon blocks in the KL beam to regenerate KS , but the techniques were different. In the
BNL experiment, the regenerator was moved in and out to alternate between KS and KL
runs. The Fermilab experiment had two KL beams, and moved the regenerator between the
two beams to observe KL and KS decays simultaneously, which cancels various systematical
effects. Another difference was the proton and kaon momentum; the BNL experiment used
28-GeV protons to produce 7-14 GeV/c kaons, while the Fermilab experiment used 400-
GeV protons to produce kaons with the mean momentum around 70–90 GeV/c. The BNL
experiment collected 1120 KL → pi0pi0 events and gave Re(′/) = 0.0017 ± 0.0082. The
Fermilab experiment collected 3150 KL → pi0pi0 events and gave Re(′/) = −0.0046 ±
0.0058. Although both results were consistent with 0, it became clear that using higher
energy kaons was more advantageous because of the higher acceptance and the better energy
resolution for photons.
It is worth noting that the Fermilab E617 was the cornerstone for the Fermilab ′/
experiments that followed. The experiment introduced a double beam technique, using a
regenerator to observeKL andKS decays simultaneously to suppress systematic errors. This
double-beam technique was actually inherited from Fermilab E226 and E486 which studied
regeneration on electrons [30] and coherent regeneration amplitudes on various nuclei [31],
respectively.
2.4.2 Fermilab E731
In the mid-1980s, Fermilab E731 was built. It used 800 GeV protons to produce two KL
beams with the average energy of 70 GeV. An improved B4C regenerator alternated between
the two beams every spill. Four drift chambers were built for a better position resolution,
and a lead glass array was used as an electromagnetic calorimeter. Initially, for the pi0pi0
run, a 0.1-X0-thick lead sheet was inserted at the end of a decay volume to convert one
7
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20 cm
Magnet
S teel
Pb Glass
APT = 150 MeV
FIG. I. Schematic representation of the elevation view of
the spectrometer illustrating a KL m 0+ n decay in the
nonbending plane. Elements labeled A, B, C, and D are
PWC planes; a 1.0-mm lead sheet is placed after A. The
scintillation counters used to define the fast trigger are not
shown.
cylindrical beam was described adequately by a distri-
bution projected on a plane with o- = 5.2 mm.
A schematic representation of the spectrometer is
shown in Fig. 1. The 1.2-m-long fiducial decay space
begins 20 cm downstream of the exit of the beam
transport system and terminates 60 cm upstream of
the first proportional wire chamber (PWC) array, A.
PWC arrays located at A, B, C, and D, defined the tra-
jectories of the pions produced in the charged decays
and the electron-positron pairs produced by the con-
version of a gamma ray from the neutral decays. The
spectrometer magnet, with a pole face 40 cm deep, 1.8
m wide, and with a gap of 60 cm, produced a field in-
tegral of 0.5 T, giving a transverse-momentum im-
pulse of 150 MeV/c to high-energy singly charged par-
ticles. The resolution of the spectrometer was about
dp/p = 0.005p, where the momentum p is measured in
GeV/c. An array of 208 pieces of lead-glass, 6.3
cmx 6.3 cm && 50 cm, located downstream of the mag-
net served to measure the energies of the nogam. ma
rays emitted in the course of the neutral decays. A
hole in the array, 12.5 cm by 12.5 cm, allowed the
main neutral beam to pass. The spectrometer was ter-
minated by a steel wall 60 cm thick, backed with scin-
tillation counters set in anticoincidence.
Charged Tr++m events were selected through a
kinematic fit where the angle of decay of the pions was
determined by the trajectories provided by the PWC
arrays and their momenta were defined by their deflec-
tion in the spectrometer magnet. Events that triggered
the counters behind the steel were rejected as back-
ground from KL m+ p, + v decays and the lead-glass
was used to eliminate backgrounds from KL m+e+ v decays by the rejection of events in which the en-
ergy deposited by a particle in the glass exceeded 50'/0
of the momentum determined from the magnetic de-
flection. Further background rejection was provided
by the requirement that the beam lie within 1 mrad of
the plane of decay and that the transverse momenta of
the decays be smaller than 30 MeV/c.
Neutral events were accepted if one gamma ray was
converted in a 1.0-mm-thick sheet of lead placed just
in front of the PWC array A, such that the electron-
positron pair passed through the spectrometer, and
three gamma rays were converted in the lead-glass ar-
ray. (The selected charged events passed through a 4-
cm-high transverse gap in the lead converter. ) The in-
tersection of the trajectory of the converted pair with
the pencil beam defined the point of decay. With the
further knowledge of the energy and direction of the
four gamma rays, three from the glass array and the
fourth by the magnetic spectrometer system, the decay
kinematics were completely determined. Events were
selected such that two sets of two gamma rays defined
an invariant mass within 15 MeV of the mo mass, and
the reconstructed K-meson momentum lay within 5
mrad of the beam direction.
Serious backgrounds from ~ decays, KL m. 0+m. o+ pro, where the six gamma rays simulated the m.o+ m. o
decay to four gammas, were reduced by the use of an-
ticoincidence counters framing the acceptance space,
and by rejection of events where an extra gamma ray
converted either in the lead-glass array or in a smaller
lead-glass set, with a 10-cm by 10-cm hole, placed in
back of the 30-cm by 30-cm hole in the steel which
passed the neutral beam.
Altogether, 1361 KL m.o+ pro events (1122,
corrected for background), 3357 Kl ma+ m. o events,
8680 KI m. +m events, and 20963 K, m++m.
events were used in the analysis. The graphs of Fig. 2
show the Q-value distributions for these four
categories. Since the distributions in K energy and de-
cay position for KL and K, decays differ, the Q-value
distributions for Kl and K, will differ.
Since charged and neutral decays are determined
simultaneously by the spectrometer designed to serve
both functions, the acceptances of the apparatus cancel
in the ratio R for decays of any particular value of E
and z. This cancellation is adequate over small energy
regions and small decay sectors. In our analysis, R was
established from the mean of values of R (ij) deter-
mined by finding values of I (E,z), for the four dif-
ferent intensities o. = LOO, L + —,s00, and s+ —,for
each of i = 1—7 values of K energy (ranging from 7 to
1629
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the apparatus, plan view.
where the integral is over the region in which decays
are accepted, t is the proper time of the decay in units
of the Ks lifetime, and Am is the KL-Ks mass differ-
ence. The proportionality constants, " which depend
upon the absorption in the regenerator and the length
of the decay region, are identical for R+ and Rpp,
thus in the approximation that Ipl » I&i, R+ —/Rpp= 1—6e'/e. However, as the interference term in the
above integrals contributes roughly 15%, this relation
is not precise. Second, the acceptances for KL and Ks
decays are not identical as they have different decay
distributions resulting from their different lifetimes.
Acceptance corrections to the ratios (of order 10%) are
determined by Monte Carlo methods.
The detector'2 is shown schematically in Fig. 1. Im-
mediately following the regenerator was a 13-m evacu-
ated decay region and three scintillator planes (AVH)
to define its downstream end; a drift-chamber spec-
trometer allowed momentum reconstruction of
charged tracks; another trigger plane (G), an 804-
element array of 20-rad-length lead-glass total-
absorption Cherenkov counters'3 for photon identifi-
cation, and a muon identifier completed the detector.
In the neutral mode, the lead-glass array provided an
accurate determination of the point where the kaon
was directed (center of energy). For determining in
which beam the kaon decayed, an O. l-rad-length sheet
(employed only in the neutral mode) was inserted
between the A and V planes; the trigger required the
signature of a singl photon conversion as was done in
Ref. 8. This allowed the reconstruction of the
transvers mom ntum squared (PT) of the kaon with
respect to its incident direction and thus the separation
of coherent from inelastic regeneration. Additionally
the background from KL 3m decays downstream of
the V plane was eliminated. For the charged mode,
one or more tracks was required to exit from the decay
r gion and a two-track ignature in G was required.
For both mod s, th reg nerator consisted of 1 m of
carbon (providing the maximum'4 Ks yield) followed
by 1.27 cm of lead, followed immediately by a thin an-
ticoincidenc cou ter. This arrangement provided a
well-defined beginning to the (Ks) decay region for
both modes as any K 27rp decays within or upstream
of the lead were removed with high efficiency. A
similar anti counter was placed in the beam without
the regenerator, again defining the beginning of the
(Kt) decay region in the charged but not in the neu-
tral mode where the acceptance extended somewhat
upstream.
The identification and reconstruction of KL s 2ar
candidates relied heavily upon the lead glass. The ar-
ray was calibrated with about 106 electrons and about
105 photons (from m.P's made in the lead conversion
sheet) recorded with the nominal trigger; nonlineari-
ties'5 of a few percent were corrected yielding a resolu-
tion of a./E=2%+6lo/v E. The transverse coordi-
nates of photons were determined by energy sharing
with a full width at half maximum between 4 and 8
mm depending upon energy. The KI s 2arP candi-
dates were reconstructed as follows: Events with three
"clusters" not associated with the e+ e were selected
and the best pairing of the four gammas was found by
requiring consistency in the z coordinates of the ver-
tices'6 from the two arP's; the K-decay vertex coordi-
nate zk was determined as the (weighted) average of
m. p vertices, allowing the calculation of the two-pion
invariant mass M2 0', the decay point was determined
by extrapolation of the'e+e tracks to z&', the line
between the decay point and the center of energy in
the lead glass was extrapolated back to the position of
the regenerator and compared with the line from this
extrapolated point back to the production target yield-
ing PT. The decay vertex was determined with an rms
deviation of 1.7 m longitudinal and 1.0 cm transverse
(the beams were about 6 cm apart); the 2m. P mass was
determined with o-—6.5 MeVlc and PT was recon-
structed with a precision of about in 400 (MeV/c)z.
The mean reconstructed kaon momentum was about
90 GeV/c. Eventually the 2n. p mass was required to be
within + 20 MeVl cz of the kaon mass.
The KL z m+m. candidates were reconstructed
with the drift chamber spectrometer. Each chamber
(two x and two y planes) had a resolution of about 160
p, m yielding a two-pion mass resolution of 4.5 MeV/c;
PT was reconstructed with a precision of about 30
(MeV/c)z. The mean reconstructed kaon momentum
was about 70 GeV/c. Semileptonic background was
largely eliminated by comparison of the momentum of
each track with the energy it deposited in the lead glass(K 7rev) and by use of the muon identifier(K np, v). The same mass cuts as in the neutral
mode were eventually applied.
The KL and Ks candidates were distinguished (on
the basis of the transverse coordinates at the regenera-
tor) only after the application of fiducial and kinematic
cuts. The resultant Ez 2' mass distributions are
nearly free of background, aside from inelastically re-
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Figure 9: (a): Schematics of the Re(′/) experimental apparatuses at BNL (taken from
[28], and (b): Fermilab E617 (taken from [29]). Fermilab E617 used two beams to observe
KL and KS decays simultaneously. c© 2014 The American Physical Society.
of the photons for tracking, just as the past experiments. A dipole magnet located just
downstream of the lead sheet split the electron pairs. Its field was tuned such that the
downstream spectrometer would focus the pair on to the lead glass calorimeter, as shown
in Fig. 10. However, requiring a photon conversion imposed a limit on the statistics; only
30% of the pi0pi0 decays had converted electron pairs, and the pi+pi− and pi0pi0 events had
to be collected in separate runs because the lead sheet had to be removed for the pi+pi− run
to minimize multiple scatterings.
Initially, still converting 
photons
25
Initially, s ill converting 
p oto s
25
Lead glassConversion plane Drift chambers
Separator magnet Analysis magnet
Figure 10: Plan view of the Fermilab E731 apparatus. Two beams were aligned vertically.
Initially, for the KL → pi0pi0 decay mode, one of the photons were required to be converted.
After some studies, the experiment decided to break the 30 years of tradition of convert-
ing photons. For the last part of the experiment, it ran without the lead sheet, and collected
4 photons without converting them,2 and also took pi+pi− and pi0pi0 modes simultaneously
for the first time. This big step was made possible by two technological developments. One
2CERN NA31 experiment triggered on 2pi0 events with a hodoscope in a liquid Ar calorimeter.
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was a second-level trigger to count the number of clusters in the calorimeter [32] which
reduced the trigger rate by a factor 10 by collecting only 4 and 6 clusters. The other was a
FASTBUS-based data acquisition system which reduced the dead time by a factor 10, from
5 ms to 0.5 ms.
At the end, Fermilab E731 collected 410 k KL → pi0pi0 events and 327 k KL → pi+pi−
events, and gave Re(′/) = (7.4± 5.2(stat)± 2.9(syst))× 10−4 [33]. Compared to E617, it
reduced the overall error by a factor 14 with 130 times more KL → pi0pi0 events.
The Fermilab result was only 1.2σ away from 0, and still consistent with 0, whereas
its competitor, CERN NA31, gave Re(′/) = (20 ± 7) × 10−4 [34] which was 3σ away
from 0. There were intense arguments between the two experiments. CERN NA31 used a
moving production target for KS runs to make the KL and KS decay vertex distributions
similar. The experiment claimed that this method made the analysis less dependent on
Monte Carlo simulations. Fermilab E731 argued that even with different decay vertex
distributions between KL and regenerated KS , the geometrical acceptances obtained with
Monte Carlo simulations can be checked with high-statistics decay modes such as KL → pieν
and KL → pi0pi0pi0. Also, it argued that it is more important to collect KL and KS
data simultaneously with the same detector, rather than to take pi+pi− and pi0pi0 modes
simultaneously, because efficiencies of charged and neutral mode detectors have different
rate dependences. These arguments, however, could not solve the discrepancy between the
two experimental results. At the end, both groups decided to build new experiments, CERN
NA48, and Fermilab KTeV-E832, to improve the accuracy and precision by another order
of magnitude. In this paper, I will concentrate on KTeV-E832, because CERN NA48 will
be covered in detail by M. Sozzi [35].
2.4.3 Fermilab KTeV-E832
Fermilab KTeV built a new beam line with a better collimation scheme to make a cleaner
beam with less halo neutrons even with a higher proton intensity. Figure 11(a) shows the
plan view of the KTeV detectors. The new regenerator was made of fully active scintillators
to suppress backgrounds from non-coherent regenerations. A new large spectrometer mag-
net with a uniform field was made for the pi+pi− decays. A new electromagnetic calorimeter
shown in Fig. 11(b), covering 1.9 m × 1.9 m, was built with pure CsI crystals 27 X0 long, to
have a better energy resolution. To improve the position resolution, 2.5-cm-square crystals
were used in the central 1.2 m × 1.2 m region, and 5.0-cm-square crystals in the outer
region. The scintillation light from the crystals were read out by phototubes and digitized
right behind the phototubes every 19 ns to minimize electric noise, record the pulse shape,
and to supply hit information for counting the number of clusters. The energy resolution
was less than 1% for most of the energy range, reaching about 0.45%, which was the best
resolution for the calorimeter of this size. A new data acquisition system used a matrix of
memories to buffer events during spill3 and to distribute the events evenly to 36 120-MIPS
CPUs (fast in those days) to reconstruct all the events for online filtering.
3The dead time of the trigger and data acquisition system was only 10 µs, 1/50 of that of E731. It could
accept 8 kbyte events coming at 20 kHz for 20 s spill with a 60 s cycle.
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Figure 11: (a) Plan view of the Fermilab KTeV apparatus (taken from [37]). c© 2014 The
American Physical Society. (b) KTeV CsI electromagnetic calorimeter.
Figure 12 shows the decay vertex distributions for the pi+pi−, pi0pi0, and other high statis-
tics decay modes. The number of KL → pi0pi0 events was 6M. The data and Monte Carlo
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Figure 12: (a) Decay vertex distributions of
KL → pi+pi−, KL → pieν, KL → pi0pi0, and
KL → pi0pi0pi0 decays for the data (dots) and
MC (histogram). (b) The data-to-MC ratios
are fit to a line (taken from [37]). c© 2014 The
American Physical Society.
distributions agreed well, and the system-
atic errors on the Re(′/) due to ac-
ceptance correction were 0.57 × 10−4 for
charged modes and 0.48 × 10−4 for neu-
tral modes. The first result based on
20% of data taken in 1996-1997 runs was
Re(′/) = (28.0 ± 4.1) × 10−4 [36], 7 σ
away from 0, and the final result with the
full data was Re(′/) = (19.2±1.1(stat)±
1.8(syst))×10−4 = (19.2±2.1)×10−4 [37].
2.5 Conclusion on the ′/
CERN NA48 gave Re(′/) = (14.7 ±
2.2) × 10−4 based on all data [38]. The
result averaged by PDG is (16.6 ± 2.3) ×
10−4 [39], 7.2σ away from 0. CERN
NA48 and Fermilab KTeV-E832 have
both clearly established that the Re(′/)
is not 0, thereby rejecting the Superweak
model, and supported the Kobayashi-
Maskawa model.
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Figure 13: The results of Re(′/) vs. published year. The horizontal band shows the PDG
average [39].
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Figure 14: The errors on Re(′/) are shown
as a function of the number of KL → pi0pi0
events for the past experiments.
Figure 13 shows the history of results
on the Re(′/). The plot showing the fi-
nal results is minuscule in the scale of early
experiments. Figure 14 shows the error on
the Re(′/) as a function of the number
KL → pi0pi0 events (N). The error is clearly
proportional to 1/
√
N . This means that
the systematic errors were also reduced ac-
cordingly with statistical errors. All these
improvements in statistics and precision
were made not only by the beam power.
Beam line design, chamber technology, pho-
ton measurement technology, trigger and
data acquisition systems, and even mag-
netic tape technology had to be improved
along with it, and behind them were peo-
ple’s innovative ideas, deep thinking, and
many years of hard work.
3 Quest for K → piνν
With the Re(′/) results and the observation of CP violation in B decays, the Kobayashi-
Maskawa model was determined to be the source of CP violations that had been observed
in laboratories, and became a solid piece in the standard model. However, the effect of this
CP violation mechanism is still too small to explain the baryon – antibaryon asymmetry in
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the universe. There should be new physics beyond the standard model that violates CP .
After the establishment of Re(′/) 6= 0, kaon experiments changed their focus to search
for new physics beyond the standard model. To search for a small sign of new physics,
there are two important points. First, the background has to be small, and second, it has
to be known with a small error. Here, in addition to backgrounds caused by experimental
techniques such as misidentifying particles or mis-measurements, background decays caused
by the standard model itself should also be well known.
3.1 Physics of K → piνν
t(u˜)
W (⇥)
Z0
s
 
 
d
Figure 15: Penguin dia-
gram of the K → piνν de-
cay. In standard model, top
quark is dominant in the
loop. New physics particles
can enter the loop and have
additional contribution.
The decay modes that have small and well-known branching
ratios are KL → pi0νν and K+ → pi+νν. These decay modes
proceed through a penguin diagram as shown in Fig. 15. In
the standard model, the major contribution comes from a dia-
gram with a top quark in the loop. The branching ratios pre-
dicted by the standard model are small: BR(KL → pi0νν) =
2.4 × 10−11, and BR(K+ → pi+νν) = 7.8 × 10−11 [40]. Also,
theoretical uncertainties are only about 2 − 4%. The current
errors are dominated by the errors of the known CKM param-
eters, and those will be reduced in the upcoming B factory
experiments.
New physics can contribute to these decays by having new
physics particles in the loop. It can then change the branching
ratios from the values predicted by the standard model. The
KL → pi0νν decay is sensitive to new physics that breaks CP
symmetry, because KL is mostly CP odd, and the pi
0νν state
is CP even.
3.2 History of K+ → pi+νν Experiments
Let us first start from the charged K+ → pi+νν decay. The signature of the decay is a
single pi+ decaying from a K+. Major backgrounds are K+ → µ+ν decay where the µ+ is
misidentified as pi+, and K+ → pi+pi0 decay where the two photons from the pi0 are missed.
The search for K+ → pi+νν also has a long history, and dates back to 1970 [41]. The
K+ → pi+νν events were first observed by BNL E787, and its branching ratio was measured
by the E787 and E949 experiments. Figure 16(a) shows the detector of BNL E949. The
experiment stopped the K+ beam in a target, and looked for a single pi+ coming out from
the target. Stopping the K+ simplifies the kinematics in reconstruction because the lab
frame and the center of mass frame are the same. The momentum of the pi+ is measured
with a solenoid magnetic and a central drift chamber. The energy deposit and the range
of the pi+ were measured in a stack of scintillators (range counter) for identifying pions. In
addition, the pi+ → µ+ → e+ decay chain was traced by recording wave forms in the range
counter to further identify pions.4 The detector was surrounded by photon veto counters
4This technique was first used in KEK E10 experiment to search for the K+ → pi+νν decay [42].
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to suppress the background from K+ → pi+pi0 decays. Figure 16(b) shows the scatter plot
of the energy deposit and the range of pi+ events observed by BNL E787 and E949. The
experiments found 7 events in total, and gave BR(K+ → pi+νν) = (1.73+1.15−1.05)× 10−10 [43].
[27]. This yielded a 90% C.L. upper limit on the branching
ratio of 9:4! 10"7 assuming a vector spectrum.
Corresponding limits were also determined assuming a
tensor spectrum, 7:7! 10"7, a scalar spectrum, 1:1!
10"6, and other possible shapes. In contrast to the bubble
chamber experiment, the counter experiment made use of a
delayed coincidence of 3.3 ns between the stopped Kþ and
the outgoing track to suppress beam-related background
including Kþ decay in flight. A hermetic 4-! sr photon
detector$10 radiation lengths (r.l.) thick (4.3 r.l. along the
incoming beam channel) achieved a measured inefficiency
for !0 detection of<2:2! 10"5 at 90% C.L. for identified
K!2 decays [28]. As with the bubble chamber experiment,
the !! "! e chain was used for positive !þ identifi-
cation and the measured range of the !þ provided the
kinematic information used in the analysis. A subsequent
experiment at KEK that probed the !# !#ð1Þ region im-
proved the detection and identification of the !! "!
e decay by using 500 MHz waveform digitizers [29].
The next attempt at a measurement in the !# !#ð2Þ mo-
mentum region emerged out of the first phase of the E787
experiment at Brookhaven National Laboratory [30]. The
E787 detector utilized and built upon concepts from the
earlier experiments. This experiment obtained a 90% C.L.
upper limit of 1:7! 10"8, assuming a V " A spectrum
modified by a form factor obtained from Kþ ! !0eþ#
data [31]. We henceforth refer to this form as the ‘‘standard
model’’ interaction. E787 also obtained limits of 1:4!
10"8 and 2:2! 10"8, respectively, assuming pure tensor
and scalar interactions using !# !#ð2Þ data exclusively [32].
Adding !# !#ð1Þ data, E787 improved the limits to 1:0!
10"8 and 1:8! 10"8, respectively [33].
The second generation of this experiment improved the
SM limit in the !# !#ð2Þ region to 4:2! 10"9 [34] and
subsequently to 2:2! 10"9 [35]. Assuming tensor and
scalar interactions E787 ultimately obtained limits of
1:8! 10"9 and 2:7! 10"9, respectively [36].
II. THE E949 DETECTOR
A. Detector description
The E787 detector was upgraded in 1999–2000 to create
the successor experiment E949 [37]. An extensive and
detailed description of experiment E949 has been provided
elsewhere [2]. In this section we provide a summary de-
scription of the detector and emphasize the features essen-
tial to the !# !#ð2Þ region.
E949 used an incident 710 MeV=c Kþ beam that was
slowed and stopped in the scintillating fiber target as shown
schematically in Fig. 2. Observation of the decay Kþ !
!þ# !# requires detection of the incoming Kþ and outgoing
!þ in the absence of any other coincident activity. The
charged pion was identified kinematically by kinetic en-
ergy (E!), momentum (P!), and range (R!) measurements
and by observation of the !! "! e decay sequence.
Since the Kþ ! !þ# !# branching ratio was expected to be
at the 10"10 level, the detector was designed to have
powerful !þ identification to reject backgrounds from
Kþ ! "þ#" (K"2), Kþ ! "þ#"$ (K"2$), and Kþ !
"þ!0#" (K"3), photon detection coverage over the 4-!
solid angle to reject K!2 and K
þ ! !þ!0$ (K!2$), and
efficient identification of a single incoming Kþ to suppress
beam-related background.
The incoming charged-particle beam, containing ap-
proximately three Kþ for every !þ, traversed a
Cˇerenkov counter, two stations of beam wire proportional
chambers (BWPCs), a passive BeO degrader, an active
degrader (AD), and a beam hodoscope (B4) as shown in
Fig. 2. The BWPCs, located between the upstream photon
veto (UPV) and BeO, are not explicitly shown in the figure.
Typically, 1:6! 106 kaons=s entered the target during a
2.2 s spill. Cˇerenkov photons emitted by an incoming Kþ
(!þ) passing through a lucite radiator were transmitted
(internally reflected) into 14 ‘‘kaon’’ (‘‘pion’’) photomul-
tiplier tubes to form CK (C!) coincidences. The photomul-
tiplier tube (PMT) signals were split and fed to a
discriminator and a !10 amplifier. The discriminator out-
put was used as input to the time-to-digital converters
(TDCs) and to the trigger (Sec. II B). The amplifier outputs
were fed to 500 MHz charge-coupled devices (CCDs) [38].
The first (second) BWPC station was located downstream
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FIG. 2 (color online). Schematic side (a) and end (b) views of
the upper half of the E949 detector. An incoming Kþ is shown
traversing the beam instrumentation, stopping in the target and
decaying to !þ!0. The outgoing charged pion and one photon
from the !0 ! $$ decay are illustrated. Elements of the detector
are described in the text.
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[27]. This yielded a 90% C.L. upper limit on the branching
ratio of 9:4! 10"7 assuming a vector spectrum.
Corresponding limits were also determined assuming a
tensor spectrum, 7:7! 10"7, a scalar spectrum, 1:1!
10"6, and other possible shapes. In contrast to the bubble
chamber experiment, the counter experiment made use of a
delayed coincidence of 3.3 ns between the stopped Kþ and
the outgoing track to suppress beam-related background
including Kþ decay in flight. A hermetic 4-! sr photon
detector$10 radiation lengths (r.l.) thick (4.3 r.l. along the
incoming beam channel) achieved a measured inefficiency
for !0 detection of<2:2! 10"5 at 90% C.L. for identified
K!2 decays [28]. As with the bubble chamber experiment,
the !! "! e chain was used for positive !þ identifi-
cation and the measured range of the !þ provided the
kinematic information used in the analysis. A subsequent
experiment at KEK that probed the !# !#ð1Þ region im-
proved the detection and identification of the !! "!
e decay by using 500 MHz waveform digitizers [29].
The next attempt at a measurement in the !# !#ð2Þ mo-
mentum region emerged out of the first phase of the E787
experiment at Brookhaven National Laboratory [30]. The
E787 detector utilized and built upon concepts from the
earlier experiments. This experiment obtained a 90% C.L.
upper limit of 1:7! 10"8, assuming a V " A spectrum
modified by a form factor obtained from Kþ ! !0eþ#
data [31]. We henceforth refer to this form as the ‘‘standard
model’’ interaction. E787 also obtained limits of 1:4!
10"8 and 2:2! 10"8, respectively, assuming pure tensor
and scalar interactions using !# !#ð2Þ data exclusively [32].
Adding !# !#ð1Þ data, E787 improved the limits to 1:0!
10"8 and 1:8! 10"8, respectively [33].
The second generation of this experiment improved the
SM limit in the !# !#ð2Þ region to 4:2! 10"9 [34] and
subsequently to 2:2! 10"9 [35]. Assuming tensor and
scalar interactions E787 ultimately obtained limits of
1:8! 10"9 and 2:7! 10"9, respectively [36].
II. THE E949 DETECTOR
A. Detector description
The E787 detector was upgraded in 1999–2000 to create
the successor experiment E949 [37]. An extensive and
detailed description of experiment E949 has been provided
elsewhere [2]. In this section we provide a summary de-
scription of the detector and emphasize the features essen-
tial to the !# !#ð2Þ region.
E949 used an incident 710 MeV=c Kþ beam that was
slowed and stopped in the scintillating fiber target as shown
schematically in Fig. 2. Observation of the decay Kþ !
!þ# !# requires detection of the incoming Kþ and outgoing
!þ in the absence of any other coincident activity. The
charged pion was identified kinematically by kinetic en-
ergy (E!), momentum (P!), and range (R!) measurements
and by observation of the !! "! e decay sequence.
Since the Kþ ! !þ# !# branching ratio was expected to be
at the 10"10 level, the detector was designed to have
powerful !þ identification to reject backgrounds from
Kþ ! "þ#" (K"2), Kþ ! "þ#"$ (K"2$), and Kþ !
"þ!0#" (K"3), photon detection coverage over the 4-!
solid angle to reject K!2 and K
þ ! !þ!0$ (K!2$), and
efficie t id ntification of a single incoming Kþ to suppress
be m-related background.
The incoming charged-particle bea , containing ap-
proximately three Kþ for every !þ, traversed a
Cˇerenkov counter, two stations of beam wire proportional
chambers (BWPCs), a passive BeO degrader, an active
degrader (AD), and a beam hodoscope (B4) as shown in
Fig. 2. The BWPCs, located between the upstream photon
veto (UPV) and BeO, are not explicitly shown in the figure.
Typically, 1:6! 106 kaons=s entered the target during a
2.2 s spill. Cˇerenkov photons emitted by an incoming Kþ
(!þ) passing through a lucite radiator were transmitted
(internally reflected) into 14 ‘‘kaon’’ (‘‘pion’’) photomul-
tiplier tubes to form CK (C!) coincidences. The photomul-
tiplier tube (PMT) signals were split and fed to a
discriminator and a !10 amplifier. The discriminator out-
put was used as input to the time-to-digital converters
(TDCs) and to the trigger (Sec. II B). The amplifier outputs
were fed to 500 MHz charge-coupled devices (CCDs) [38].
The first (second) BWPC station was located downstream
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(a)
which no rejection is given in the table were reduced by the
acceptance factor of the particular cut. For example, the
acceptance of the cell defined byKINT ! TDR ! DCR ! PVT
relative to the acceptance for the entire signal region was
AKINT " ð1$ ATDTÞ " ð1$ ADCTÞ " APVT with obvious
notation, and the K!2-target-scatter background compo-
nent relative to the contribution to the entire signal region
was reduced by the factor 1=RKINT " ð1$ ATDTÞ " ð1$
ADCTÞ " 1=RPVT .
IV. RESULTS
In this section, we describe the esults of examining the
signal region and the evaluation of the Kþ ! !þ" !"
branching ratio. We also describe the evaluation of our
observations within alternative models of Kþ !
!þ þ nothing.
A. Examination of the signal region
After completion of the background and acceptance
analyses, all selection criteria were applied to the!" !"ð1þ
2Þ trigger data. Three signal candidate events were ob-
served. Some measured properties of the three vents are
listed in Table X. The plot of the kinetic energy vs range of
the three events along with the events found in the previous
!" !"ð1Þ [2] and !" !"ð2Þ [35,45] analyses are s own in
Fig. 16. The candidates’ measured properties used in the
selection criteria were consistent with the expected distri-
butions for Kþ ! !þ" !" decay signal. There was no ob-
served activity in the kaon fibers at the time of the !þ for
any of the three candidates according to the CCDPUL
analysis. All three events failed one or more of the tight
cuts described in Sec. III E. The !þ momentum of event A
failed the tight momentum cut of 165 MeV=c. Events B
and C failed the tight photon veto cut due to energy
deposits of 2.4 and 2.1 MeV in the EC above the
1.7 MeV threshold, respectively, and events A and C failed
th tight DCT cut of 6 ns on the kaon-decay time.
B. The Kþ ! !þ" !" branching ratio
The central value of the Kþ ! !þ" !" branching ratio
was taken to be the value of BðKþ ! !þ" !"Þ that maxi-
mized the likelihood ratio X [Eq. (17)]. For the three events
observed by this analysis, we determined BðKþ !
!þ" !"Þ ¼ ð7:89þ9:26$5:10Þ " 10$10 where the quoted 68% con-
fidence level interval was determined from the behavior of
X as described in [56] and took into account both the
statistical and systematic uncertainties. The systematic
uncertainties included the 10% uncertainty in the accep-
tance as well as the uncertainties in the estimation of the
background components. The inclusion of systematic un-
certainties had a negligible effect on the confidence level
interval due to the poor statistical precision inherent in a
three event sample. The probability that these three events
were due to background only, given the estimated back-
ground in each cell (Table VIII), was 0.037.
When the results of the previous !" !"ð1Þ and !" !"ð2Þ
a alyses [2,35,45] were combined with the results of this
analysis, we determinedBðKþ ! !þ" !"Þ ¼ ð1:73þ1:15$1:05Þ "
10$10 [57]. Systematic uncertainties were treated as de-
scribed above when performing the combination, except
that we assumed a correlated 10% uncertainty for the
TABLE X. The cell (Table VIII) and the momentum, ra ge,
and energy of the !þ in the three signal candidate events A, B,
and C. The measured decay times are in units of Kþ, !þ, and
#þ lifetimes [24], appropriately.
Event A B C
Cell 9 5 7
Momentum (MeV=c) 161.5 188.4 191.3
Range (cm) 17.3 24.2 26.1
Kinetic energy (MeV) 76.1 95.6 97.9
Kþ decay time 0.30 1.27 0.42
!þ decay time 0.86 0.64 0.39
#þ decay time 2.71 1.03 4.33
Energy (MeV)
R
an
ge
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E949-PNN1
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FIG. 16 (color online). Kinetic energy vs range of all events
passing all other cuts. The squares represent the events observed
by this analysis. The circles and upward-pointing triangles
represent the events observed by the E787 and E949 !" !"ð1Þ
analyses, respectively. The downward-pointing triangles repre-
sent the events observed by the E787 !" !"ð2Þ analyses. The solid
(dashed) lines represent the limits of the !" !"ð1Þ and !" !"ð2Þ
signal regions for the E949 (E787) analyses. Despite the smaller
signal region in R! vs E!, the !" !"ð1Þ analyses were 4.2 times
more sensitive than the !" !"ð2Þ analyses. The points near E! ¼
108 MeV were K!2 decays that survived the photon veto cuts
and were predominantly from the !" !"ð1Þ analyses due to the
higher sensitivity and the less stringent photon veto cuts. The
light gray points are simulated Kþ ! !þ" !" events that were
accepted by the !" !"ð1þ 2Þ trigger.
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(b)
Figure 16: (a) Schematic side view of the upper half of the BNL E949 detector. (b) Range
vs kinetic energy of al vents passing all ot r cuts observed by the BNL E787 and E949
experiments [43]. c© 2014 The American Physical Society.
Currently, CERN NA61 is preparing a new experiment to collect 45 K+ → pi+νν stan-
dard model events per year. It u es high nergy d cay-in-flight K+s to minimize hadron
interactions in the beam line, and uses Cˇerenkov counters to identify pions and kaons. More
details of the NA61 is cover d by M. Sozzi [35].
3.3 History of KL → pi0νν Experiments
Let us next mov to the neutral KL → pi0νν decay. Although the KL → pi0νν decay mode
is theoretically clean, it is challenging experimentally. One cannot trigger on t incoming
KL because it is neutral, and the only observable particles are the two photons from the
pi0 decay. The initial KL momentum and its decay vertex is unknown, maki g the sign l
selection difficult. In addition, ther is a ajor backg ound from the KL → pi0pi0 decay
mode if two of the four photons from the decay are missed.
The first experim ntal upper limit on the branch g ratio was BR(KL → pi0νν) <
7.6× 10−3 (90% CL) [44], based on the Cronin’s old result on KL → pi0pi0 [45].
The first dedicated data was taken by KTeV E799-II, a r re-kaon experiment at Fer-
milab. It had a one-day special run to look for events with only 2 photons which decayed
from the pi0 in L → pi0νν decay, and gave an upper limit, BR(KL → pi0νν) < 1.6× 10−6
(90% CL) [46].
The KTeV E799-II also looked for the pi0 Dalitz decay. Using the e+e− tracks from the
Dalitz decay, the decay vertex was reconstructed, the meeγ was required to be consistent
with the pi0 mass, and the pi0 was required to have a transverse momentum PT > 0.16
GeV/c. Based on no observed events, the experiment gave BR(KL → pi0νν) < 5.9× 10−7
(90% CL) [47]. Although the Dalitz decay can provide tight kinematical constraints, it has
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less sensitivity than the experiments with pi0 → γγ decays, because the BR(pi0 → e+e−γ)
is only 1.2%, and the acceptance for the e+e− pair is small due to it small opening angle.
Fig. 5. This position was approximately 12 m from the
production target.
1. CsI calorimeter
The energy and hit position of photons, such as the two
photons that would come from the !0 decay in the K0L !
!0" !" signal, were measured by using a calorimeter placed
at the downstream end of the decay region. As shown in
Fig. 6, the calorimeter was made of 496 undoped CsI
crystals each with a dimension of 7! 7! 30 cm3 (Main
CsI) [18] and assembled in a cylindrical shape with an
outer diameter of 1.9 m. There was a 12 cm! 12 cm beam
hole at the center of the calorimeter. The beam hole was
surrounded by a tungsten-scintillator collar counter
(CC03) and 24 CsI modules with dimensions of 5! 5!
50 cm3 (KTeV CsI) [19]. The gaps at the periphery of the
cylinder were filled with 56 CsI modules with trapezoidal
shape and 24 modules of lead-scintillator sandwich coun-
ters (lead/scintillator sandwich). These modules were
tightly stacked such that the gaps between them were less
than 0.1 mm. Although the CC03 and the sandwich coun-
ters were used only in the veto system, the other parts,
which consisted of CsI crystals, were used for photon
measurements. The average light yield of the main CsI
modules was 16 pe=MeV, where pe=MeV is the unit of the
number of photoelectrons emitted from the photomultiplier
tube (PMT) cathode for an energy deposit of 1 MeV in the
detector. Details of the CsI calorimeter have been reported
in Ref. [20].
2. Charged veto counter
A set of plastic scintillation counters (named CV) were
placed in front of the CsI calorimeter to identify events that
included the emission of charged particles, such as K0L !
!"eþ" decay [21]. A total of 32 sector-shaped modules
(outer CV) were placed at a distance of 50 cm from the
front face of the CsI calorimeter. The outer CV modules
were arranged to have overlaps between adjacent modules.
The beam region from the outer CV to the CsI was covered
by the inner CV, which was a square pipe formed with four
plastic scintillator plates. The inner and outer CVs were
closely connected with aluminum fixtures. In order to
eliminate gaps between the outer and inner modules, the
inner modules were extended to cover the edge of the outer
modules. The edges of the outer CVand the inner CV were
located close to the beam, and neutrons in the beam halo
frequently interacted with them.
3. Barrel counters
The decay region was surrounded with two large lead-
scintillator sandwich counters: the main barrel (MB) and
the front barrel (FB), composed of 32 and 16 modules,
respectively. The modules were tightly assembled with
small gaps [22], as shown in Fig. 7.
The lamination was parallel to the beam axis, and the
lengths of the MB and FB modules were 5.5 m and 2.75 m,
respectively. We developed a new type of plastic scintilla-
tor made of a resin mechanically strengthened with a
mixture of styrene and methacrylate [23]. The scintillator
counters were fabricated by extrusion. The thickness of the
FIG. 5. Detection system.
FIG. 6. Assembly of detector subsystems in the downstream
end cap.
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Figure 17: Schematic view of the KEK E391a detector (taken from [48]). c© 2014 The American
Physical Society.
The first dedicate experiment for the KL → pi0νν decay was KEK E391a experiment.
A KL beam with the average momentum of 2 GeV/c was made by bombarding a target
with 12 GeV protons.
the acceptance loss was supported by the fact that the
acceptance losses in the normalization modes (K0L !
!0!0!0, K0L ! !0!0, and K0L ! "") were reproduced
by the simulation.
The acceptance loss due to ac idental activiti s i the
detector was estimated from real data taken with the TM
trigger. The accidental loss as estimated to be 20.6% for
the Run-3 data, in which the losses in MB (7.4%) and BA
(6.4%) were major contributions. For Run-2, the accidental
loss was estimated to be 17.4%; the difference between
Run-2 and Run-3 was due to the difference in the BA
counters used in the data taking. The acceptance loss
caused by the selections on the timing dispersion of each
photon cluster and on the timing difference between two
photons was estimated separately by using eal data an
was obtained to be 8.9%. Thus, the total acceptance for the
K0L ! !0# !# was ð1:06" 0:08Þ% for Run-2 and ð1:00"
0:06Þ% for Run-3 case, where the errors are dominated by
the systematic uncertainties that are discussed later.
Figure 26 shows the distribution of the MC K0L ! !0# !#
events in the scatter plot of PT-ZVTX after imposing all of
the other cuts.
2. Single event sensitivity
By using the number of K0L decays and the total accep-
tance, the single event sensitivity for K0L ! !0# !# wasð1:84" 0:05stat " 0:19systÞ $ 10%8 for Run-2, ð2:80"
0:09stat " 0:23systÞ $ 10%8 for Run-3, and ð1:11"
0:02stat " 0:10systÞ $ 10%8 in total.
D. Results
After finalizing all of the event selection cuts, the can-
didate events inside the signal region were examined. No
events were observed in the signal region, as shown in
Fig. 27. An upper limit for the K0L ! !0# !# branching ratio
was set to be 2:6$ 10%8 at the 90% confidence level, based
on Poisson statistics. The result improves the limit previ-
ously published [14] by a factor of 2.6.
VI. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
Although the systematic uncertainties were not taken
into account in setting the current upper limit on the
branching ratio, we will describe our treatment for them
to provide a thorough understanding of the experiment. In
particular, systematic uncertainties of the single event
sensitivity and background estimates due to halo neutrons
are discussed in order.
A. Uncertainty of the single event sensitivity
The systematic uncertainty of the single event sensitivity
was evaluated by summing the uncertainties of the number
of K0L decays and the acceptance of the K
0
L ! !0# !# decay.
Because the calculation of the former also includes the
acceptance of the normalization modes, the acceptance of
both the normalization mode and the K0L ! !0# !# mode
are relevant to the acceptance evaluation by the
Monte Carlo simulations. To estimate the uncertainties in
the acceptance calculation, we utilized the fractional dif-
ference between data and the simulation in each selection
criterion, defined by the equation
Fi ¼ A
i
data % AiMC
Aidata
; (6)
where Aidata and AMCi denote the acceptance values of the
i-th cut, calculated as the ratio of numbers of events with
and without the cut, for the data and MC simulations,
respectively. In Fi, the acceptance was calculated with all
the other cuts imposed. The systematic uncertainty of the
acceptance was evaluated by summing all the fractional
differences in quadrature, weighted by the effectiveness of
each cut, as
$2syst ¼
P
i¼cuts
ðFi=AidataÞ2P
i¼cuts
ð1=AidataÞ2
: (7)
For the three decay modes used in the normalization,
K0L ! !0!0!0, K0L ! !0!0, and K0L ! "", the calcu-
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FIG. 26. Density plot of PT vs the reconstructed Z position for
the K0L ! !0# !# Monte Carlo events after imposing all of the
analysis cuts. The box indicates the signal region for K0L !
!0# !#.
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FIG. 27. Scatter plot of PT vs the reconstructed Z position for
the vents with all of the s lection cuts imposed. The box
indicates the signal region for K0L ! !0# !#.
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Figure 18: Scatter plot of the recon-
structed PT vs the Z position of the
events that p ssed all other cuts observed
by KEK E391a experiment (taken from
[48]). The solid rectangle indicates the
signal r gion.
As shown in Fig. 17, the detector consists
of an electr magn tic calorim ter to det ct tw
photons from the pi0, and a hermetic photon veto
system surrounding a decay volume to suppress
the KL → pi0pi0 backgr und. The calorimeter
was ma e of 7- m square and 30-cm long pur
CsI crystals st cked inside a cylinder with 1
radius. The surfaces of these detectors were cov-
ered by plastic scintillators to veto charged par-
ticles. All of these detectors were housed inside
a vacuum tank. The neutral beam had to be in
vacuum to suppress pi0s produced by neutrons
interacting with residual gas, and thus required
a beam pipe. If the detectors were located out-
side the beam pipe, low energy photons could be
absorbed in the beam pipe, and the KL → pi0pi0
background would increase. The solution was
to minimize such dead material by placing most
of the detectors insid effectively a large “beam
pip ”. The calorimet r had a hole at the center for the beam to pass through. In down-
stream, another photon vet counter was placed in the beam to ve o phot ns scaping
through the hole.
Figure 18 shows the scatter plot of decay vertex and the transverse oment m (PT ) of
pi0’s. The decay ver ex and PT were reconstructed by assuming that the two photons from
a pi0 originated at the center of the beam area. Based on no events in the signal region, the
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experiment lowered the upper limit to BR(KL → pi0νν) < 2.6× 10−8 (90% CL) [48].
3.4 J-PARC KOTO Experiment
A new KL → pi0νν experiment, called KOTO, is starting up at the J-PARC laboratory
in Japan. It utilizes a high intensity 30-GeV proton beam to achieve a sensitivity close to
the branching ratio predicted by the standard model [49]. The protons extracted from the
Main Ring hit a common target shared by multiple experiments. A neutral beam line is
extracted at 16◦ from the proton beam line. A new pair of collimators were designed to
suppress neutrons in the beam halo. The vacuum tank and photon veto detectors used at the
KEK E391a were moved to J-PARC. The electromagnetic calorimeter was replaced with the
pure CsI crystals used for the Fermilab KTeV experiments. With their small cross-sections
(2.5-cm-square crystals in the 1.2 m × 1.2 m region, and 5-cm-square crystals in the outer
region), it has a better γ/neutron identification, and it can suppress backgrounds caused
by two photons hitting the calorimeter together, which is another mechanism of missing
a photon. The energy resolution is also improved by their longer length, 50 cm (27X0).
The charged veto counter covering the upstream side of the calorimeter was replaced with
two layers of plastic scintillators. Each plane is only 3 mm thick to suppress halo neutrons
interacting in the counter. The photon veto detector covering the upstream end of the
decay volume was replaced with CsI crystals to improve the veto efficiency and to detect
beam-halo neutrons. A new photon veto detector was placed in the beam downstream of
the calorimeter to veto photons escaping through the beam hole in the calorimeter. The
detector was made of modules consisting of a lead converter and an aerogel Cˇerenkov counter
to have a low veto inefficiency (10−3) for photons even under full beam intensity. The signals
from all the detector components are digitized with flash ADCs. They are used to record
the waveforms to identify signals in a high-rate environment, and to produce trigger signals
based on the digitized information.
The KOTO experiment started its first physics run in May 2013. Although the run was
terminated after 100 hours of data taking due to a radiation accident in the experimental
hall, it is pursuing physics analysis intensively.5 After the J-PARC Hadron Experimental
Facility recovers from the accident, KOTO is planning to install a new photon veto detector,
increase the beam intensity, and start high-sensitivity runs.
3.5 Prospect of K → piνν experiments
Figure 19 shows the predictions of the branching ratios of K+ → pi+νν and KL → pi0νν by
various theoretical models. In the next few years, the CERN NA61 and J-PARC KOTO
experiments will explore this large unexplored region.
4 Summary
Figure 20 shows my view of how the kaon experiments have evolved in the past 50 years.
After the first series of CP violation experiments in the 1960s, kaon experiments have once
5The first result was presented at the CKM2014 Conference at Vienna in September 2014.
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Figure 19: Branching ratios of KL → pi0νν vs K+ → pi+νν predicted by various theoretical
models (taken from [50]).
moved on to high precision experiments to measure the charge asymmetry in semileptonic
decays and KS regeneration amplitudes. The experimental technologies and knowledge
accumulated then later became the foundations of the modern Re(′/) experiments which
established the non-zero value. The stream of high-statistics experiments have also moved
onto rare K decay experiments which I could not cover in my talk. These two streams
are now recombined to the new K → piνν experiments to search for physics beyond the
standard model. Now that we are finally entering an unexplored territory, we should be
open to any new signs that may appear.
CP 
Violation Rare K 
Decays
Semileptonic 
Charge Asymmetry
Regeneration ε'/ε
K→πνν
Figure 20: Evolution of kaon experiments since the discovery of CP violation.
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